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  Ritual Landscapes and Borders within Rock Art
Research Heidrun Stebergløkken,Ragnhild Berge,Eva
Lindgaard,2015-10-31 Ritual landscapes and borders
are recurring themes running through Professor
Kalle Sognnes' long research career. This
anthology contains 13 articles written by
colleagues from his broad network in appreciation
of his many contributions to the field of rock art
research.
  Children, Spaces and Identity Margarita Sánchez
Romero,Eva Alarcón Garcia,Gonzalo Aranda
Jiménez,2015-10-31 How do children construct,
negotiate and organize space? The study of social
space in any human group is fraught with
limitations, and to these we must add the further
limits involved in the study of childhood. Here
specialists from archaeology, history, literature,
architecture, didactics, museology and
anthropology build a body of theoretical and
methodological approaches about how space is
articulated and organized around children and how
this disposition affects the creation and
maintenance of social identities. Children are
considered as the main actors in historic dynamics
of social change, from prehistory to the present
day. Notions on space, childhood and the
construction of both the individual and the group
identity of children are considered as a prelude
to papers that focus on analyzing and identifying
the spaces which contribute to the construction of
children’s identity during their lives: the places
they live, learn, socialize and play. A final
section deals with these same aspects, but focuses
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on funerary contexts, in which children may lose
their capacity to influence events, as it is
adults who establish burial strategies and
practices. In each case authors ask questions such
as: how do adults construct spaces for children?
How do children manage their own spaces? How do
people (adults and children) build (invisible
and/or physical) boundaries and spaces?
  Insect Biodiversity Robert G. Foottit,Peter H.
Adler,2018-04-11 Volume Two of the new guide to
the study of biodiversity in insects Volume Two of
Insect Biodiversity: Science and Society presents
an entirely new, companion volume of a
comprehensive resource for the most current
research on the influence insects have on
humankind and on our endangered environment. With
contributions from leading researchers and
scholars on the topic, the text explores relevant
topics including biodiversity in different
habitats and regions, taxonomic groups, and
perspectives. Volume Two offers coverage of insect
biodiversity in regional settings, such as the
Arctic and Asia, and in particular habitats
including crops, caves, and islands. The authors
also include information on historical, cultural,
technical, and climatic perspectives of insect
biodiversity. This book explores the wide variety
of insect species and their evolutionary
relationships. Case studies offer assessments on
how insect biodiversity can help meet the needs of
a rapidly expanding human population, and examine
the consequences that an increased loss of insect
species will have on the world. This important
text: Offers the most up-to-date information on
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the important topic of insect biodiversity
Explores vital topics such as the impact on insect
biodiversity through habitat loss and degradation
and climate change With its companion Volume I,
presents current information on the biodiversity
of all insect orders Contains reviews of insect
biodiversity in culture and art, in the fossil
record, and in agricultural systems Includes
scientific approaches and methods for the study of
insect biodiversity The book offers scientists,
academics, professionals, and students a guide for
a better understanding of the biology and ecology
of insects, highlighting the need to sustainably
manage ecosystems in an ever-changing global
environment.
  The Game Audio Tutorial Richard Stevens,Dave
Raybould,2013-05-02 Design and implement video
game sound from beginning to end with this hands-
on course in game audio. Music and sound effects
speak to players on a deep level, and this book
will show you how to design and implement
powerful, interactive sound that measurably
improves gameplay. If you are a sound designer or
composer and want to do more than just create
audio elements and hand them over to someone else
for insertion into the game, this book is for you.
You'll understand the game development process and
implement vital audio experiences-not just create
music loops or one-off sound effects. The Game
Audio Tutorial isn't just a book-you also get a
powerful website (www.thegameaudiotutorial.com)
  China Made Karl Gerth,2020-05-11 “Chinese people
should consume Chinese products!” This slogan was
the catchphrase of a movement in early twentieth-
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century China that sought to link consumption and
nationalism by instilling a concept of China as a
modern “nation” with its own “national products.”
From fashions in clothing to food additives, from
museums to department stores, from product fairs
to advertising, this movement influenced all
aspects of China’s burgeoning consumer culture.
Anti-imperialist boycotts, commemorations of
national humiliations, exhibitions of Chinese
products, the vilification of treasonous
consumers, and the promotion of Chinese captains
of industry helped enforce nationalistic
consumption and spread the message—patriotic
Chinese bought goods made of Chinese materials by
Chinese workers in factories owned and run by
Chinese. In China Made, Karl Gerth argues that two
key forces shaping the modern world—nationalism
and consumerism—developed in tandem in China.
Early in the twentieth century, nationalism
branded every commodity as either “Chinese” or
“foreign,” and consumer culture became the place
where the notion of nationality was articulated,
institutionalized, and practiced. Based on
Chinese, Japanese, and English-language archives,
magazines, newspapers, and books, this first
exploration of the historical ties between
nationalism and consumerism reinterprets
fundamental aspects of modern Chinese history and
suggests ways of discerning such ties in all
modern nations.
  The Science Book DK,2015-02-02 Now in Paperback!
Take science to a whole new level. Created in
partnership with Prentice Hall, the Big Idea
Science Book is a comprehensive guide to key
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topics in science falling into four major strands
(Living Things, Earth Science, Chemistry, and
Physics), with a unique difference — a website
component with 200 specially created digital
assets that provide the opportunity for hands-on,
interactive learning.
  Next Generation Earth System Prediction National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine,Division on Earth and Life Studies,Ocean
Studies Board,Board on Atmospheric Sciences and
Climate,Committee on Developing a U.S. Research
Agenda to Advance Subseasonal to Seasonal
Forecasting,2016-08-22 As the nation's economic
activities, security concerns, and stewardship of
natural resources become increasingly complex and
globally interrelated, they become ever more
sensitive to adverse impacts from weather,
climate, and other natural phenomena. For several
decades, forecasts with lead times of a few days
for weather and other environmental phenomena have
yielded valuable information to improve decision-
making across all sectors of society. Developing
the capability to forecast environmental
conditions and disruptive events several weeks and
months in advance could dramatically increase the
value and benefit of environmental predictions,
saving lives, protecting property, increasing
economic vitality, protecting the environment, and
informing policy choices. Over the past decade,
the ability to forecast weather and climate
conditions on subseasonal to seasonal (S2S)
timescales, i.e., two to fifty-two weeks in
advance, has improved substantially. Although
significant progress has been made, much work
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remains to make S2S predictions skillful enough,
as well as optimally tailored and communicated, to
enable widespread use. Next Generation Earth
System Predictions presents a ten-year U.S.
research agenda that increases the nation's S2S
research and modeling capability, advances S2S
forecasting, and aids in decision making at medium
and extended lead times.
  Cine-scapes Richard Koeck,2013 Cine-scapes
explores the relationship between urban space,
architecture and the moving image. While an
impressive amount of research has been done with
regards to the study of architecture portrayed in
film, this book will offer a new perspective.
Thereis little doubt that film can 'reflect' a
postmodern condition, however, what this book
demonstrates is that the postmodern, architectural
condition in which we live is in fundamental terms
filmic. We daily engage with spaces and places
that are essentially cine-tectural. Drawing on the
author's knowledge derived from architectural and
film practice, Cine-scapes will: offer insight
into architecture and urban debates through the
eyes of a practitioner working in both fields -
film and architectural design emphasise how cine-
tectural tendencies are taking place or finding
their way into urban practices can be used as a
tool for educators, students and practitioners in
architecture and urban design to communicate and
discuss design issues with regard to contemporary
architecture and cities. Cine-scapes ignites new
ways of seeing, thinking and debating the nature
of architecture and urban spaces--
  Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and
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Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation
Christopher B. Field,Vicente Barros,Thomas F.
Stocker,Qin Dahe,2012-05-28 This Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX)
explores the challenge of understanding and
managing the risks of climate extremes to advance
climate change adaptation. Extreme weather and
climate events, interacting with exposed and
vulnerable human and natural systems, can lead to
disasters. Changes in the frequency and severity
of the physical events affect disaster risk, but
so do the spatially diverse and temporally dynamic
patterns of exposure and vulnerability. Some types
of extreme weather and climate events have
increased in frequency or magnitude, but
populations and assets at risk have also
increased, with consequences for disaster risk.
Opportunities for managing risks of weather- and
climate-related disasters exist or can be
developed at any scale, local to international.
Prepared following strict IPCC procedures, SREX is
an invaluable assessment for anyone interested in
climate extremes, environmental disasters and
adaptation to climate change, including
policymakers, the private sector and academic
researchers.
  Disability Representation in Film, TV, and Print
Media Michael S. Jeffress,2021-08-19 Using sources
from a wide variety of print and digital media,
this book discusses the need for ample and healthy
portrayals of disability and neurodiversity in the
media, as the primary way that most people learn
about conditions. It contains 13 newly written
chapters drawing on representations of disability
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in popular culture from film, television, and
print media in both the Global North and the
Global South, including the United States, Canada,
India, and Kenya. Although disability is often
framed using a limited range of stereotypical
tropes such as victims, supercrips, or suffering
patients, this book shows how disability and
neurodiversity are making their way into more
mainstream media productions and publications with
movies, television shows, and books featuring
prominent and even lead characters with
disabilities or neurodiversity. Disability
Representation in Film, TV, and Print Media will
be of interest to all scholars and students of
disability studies, cultural studies, film
studies, gender studies, and sociology more
broadly.
  Bronze Age Connections Peter Clark,2009-09-03
New and exciting discoveries on either side of the
English Channel in recent years have begun to show
that people living in the coastal zones of
Belgium, southern Britain, northern France and the
Netherlands shared a common material culture
during the Bronze Age, between three and four
thousand years ago. They used similar styles of
pottery and metalwork, lived in the same kind of
houses and buried their dead in the same kind of
tombs, often quite different to those used by
their neighbours further inland. The sea did not
appear to be a barrier to these people but rather
a highway, connecting communities in a unique
cultural identity; the 'People of La Manche'.
Symbolic of these maritime Bronze Age Connections
is the iconic Dover Bronze Age boat, one of
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Europe's greatest prehistoric discoveries and
testament to the skill and technical
sophistication of our Bronze Age ancestors. This
monograph presents papers from a conference held
in Dover in 2006 organised by the Dover Bronze Age
Boat Trust, which brought together scholars from
many different countries to explore and celebrate
these ancient seaborne contacts. Twelve wide-
ranging chapters explore themes of travel,
exchange, production, magic and ritual that throw
new light on our understanding of the seafaring
peoples of the second millennium BC.
  Microwave Assisted Organic Synthesis Jason
Tierney,Pelle Lidström,2009-02-12 The first
reports on the application of microwaves in
organicsynthesis date back to 1986, but it was not
until the recentintroduction of specifically
designed and constructed equipment,which countered
the safety and reproducibility concerns,
thatsynthetic application of microwaves has become
established as alaboratory technique. Microwave
assisted synthesis is now beingadopted in many
industrial and academic laboratories to
takeadvantage of the novel chemistry that can be
carried out using avariety of organic reaction
types. This book demonstrates the underlying
principles of microwavedielectric heating and, by
reference to a range of organic reactiontypes,
it's effective use in synthetic organic chemistry.
Toillustrate the impact microwave assisted organic
synthesis can haveon chemical research, case
studies drawn mainly from thepharmaceutical
industry are presented.
  Folklore as an Historical Science George
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Laurence Gomme,1908
  Teaching Philippine Indigenous Cultures Hazel T.
Biana,2016
  Chambers V. American Trans Air, Inc ,1993
  The Thread of Discourse Joseph Evans Grimes,1975
  Quinazolinone and Quinazoline Derivatives Ali
Gamal Al-kaf,2020-05-06 One of the problems with
modern public health is target searching for new
highly effective medicinal preparations. Among
those medicinal preparations are the natural and
synthetic origins of quinazolinone-4 derivatives.
Quinazolinone derivatives are reported to be
physiologically and pharmacologically active. They
also exhibit a wide range of activities such as
anticonvulsant, antiinflammatory, antifungal,
antimalarial, and sedative properties. Some of
these compounds are identified as drugs used as
diuretics, vasodilators, and antihypertensive
agents. Moreover, sulfonamide derivatives have
been widely used as bacteriostatic agents.
Prompted by the above-mentioned facts and in
conjunction with our ongoing program on the
utility of readily obtainable starting material
for the synthesis of heterocyclic systems of
biological interest, we have decided to synthesize
a series of quinazolinone derivatives having
sulfonamide moiety with a potentially wide
spectrum of biological responses.
  College Geometry Howard Whitley Eves,Howard
Eves,1995 College Geometry is divided into two
parts. Part I is a sequel to basic high school
geometry and introduces the reader to some of the
important modern extensions of elementary
geometry- extension that have largely entered into
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the mainstream of mathematics. Part II treats
notions of geometric structure that arose with the
non-Euclidean revolution in the first half of the
nineteenth century.
  Endangered Languages of Austronesia Margaret
Florey,2010 This book explores the challenges to
linguistic vitality confronting many minority
languages in the highly diverse and geographically
far-flung Austronesian language family. The
contributions bring together Indigenous language
activists and academic researchers with a long-
standing commitment to language documentation.
  A Collector's Guide to Chinese Dress Accessories
Valery M. Garrett,1997 A definitive and detailed
pictorial guide to the beautifully embroidered
dress accessories used every day by the imperial
family and the middle classes in China during the
Qing dynasty and early twentieth century. A first
of its kind!
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